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According to a recent survey, 23% of students at CHS
do not know what Homecoming is, and many of those
who say they do describe it as a dance or a football
game. However, Homecoming is much more than just
a school dance or sporting event. It is a centuries-old
tradition that honors not only students but also the
schools themselves.
Homecoming is the tradition of welcoming back former students and celebrating an organization’s existence. Usually, this includes alumni football games or
other events to which alumni are invited. Many
schools hold homecoming football games or homecoming dances.
Here at CHS, there are many traditions revolving
around homecoming. Probably most well known,
there is the homecoming football game, where, in the
past, the Dawg Pound has run into the football stadium as a whole. During half time, there is the recognition of the Homecoming Court and the announcement of Prom King and Queen. Additionally, there is
always a Homecoming pep rally during school on the
day of the game to celebrate the football team and other fall sports. Spirit week is also held the week leading
up to the game. Last year, the tradition of the Homecoming Dance returned, as it had not been held for a
few years previously.

Band made the choice to resurrect it along with the
Homecoming dance). The week leading to such celebrations is typically dominated by those who are proud
to be wear the bulldog logo emblazoned in black and
gold colors.

With this epidemic of spirit, we can only hope that the
alumni returning share the same spirit that is exhibited and sung in
the closing verse
of our alma mater, “For Central High, for
Since homecoming is about welcoming back past stu- Central High.
dents, distinguished graduates are invited to the foot- Our love we
ball game. Usually, many graduates attend the game,
shall confess.
especially because the distinguished graduates inducTo alma mater
tion ceremony is held earlier that day. This year, food be our praise,
trucks were added to the celebration before the game. And cheers for
Homecoming tends to unearth rarely-seen elements of CHS”.
Picture taken at the Homecoming dance
school spirit, such as the singing of the alma mater (as
provided by Tessa Sharma
done at last year’s football game when the Marching

By: Michael Stivala
Libra: September 23—October 22
You will be plagued by recurring nightmares next
week about clowns who drink herbal tea and read
“Twilight” novels out loud (*shudders*).

Scorpio: October 23—November 21

Aries: March 21—April 19
A confusing voicemail will leave you wondering if
your mommy was trying to call you … or a mummy.
Maybe she just has a cold.

Taurus: April 20—May 20
You yearn to be a farmer just so that you can be out
standing in your field and scare tricker treaters but
watch out because their parents won't be happy

Happy ‘you’ season, Scorpio! Now is the time to
bask in the glow of good grades and Halloween candy — you know, before Sagittarius season starts and
you have to go back to basking in your own inner
Gemini: May 21—June 20
darkness, or whatever it is you usually do.
A spooky stranger will attempt to scare you away
from your favorite lunch table. Thwart that evildoer
Sagittarius: November 22-December 21
with an epic Scooby Doo-like reveal, and save the
Failure to act quickly will result in some mysterious day, all before lab.
pink slime escaping from your locker and wreaking
havoc inn the 200 intersection. Again.

Cancer: June 21—July 22

Next week is a good time to do good deeds. Uranus
will influence you to adopt a lonely gargoyle, but
Rumors will fly about a friend’s embarrassing birth- don’t expect to housebreak it.
mark. Yours is worse, but at least you’re smart
enough not to tweet about it.

Capricorn: December 22—January 19

Leo: July 23—August 22

Aquarius: January 20—February 18
A friend wants to dress as Charlie Brown for Halloween, but refuses to shave his head. Get a razor
and wait for him to fall asleep. Mwa ha ha.

Pisces: February 19—March 20
If you are extremely tired, you may find that you
fall asleep at some point.
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One of the jack-o’-lanterns in town has a serious
crush on you and may be your soul mate. Have fun
trying to figure out which one.

Virgo: August 23—
September 22
The stars will align
next week in your favor. You can finally
look forward to some
fun and folly before
the inevitable zombie
apocalypse.
TheThe
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Panorama Literary
Magazine Seeks
Submissions
By Anna Salvatore
Say goodbye to GrayScale. Our
black-and-white literary magazine
was replaced last year by Panorama, which welcomes color contributions, computer-generated artwork, and the normal literary fare
of poems and prose.
Panorama is seeking submissions
for its fall edition, and the deadline is November 1, 2018. You
can submit black-and-white photos, color photos, illustrations,
collages, short stories, or photos

of 3D artwork. If you’re submitting something on paper, you can
upload the picture of a picture to
our site. Just make sure to take a
picture of it in high-quality lighting. Scanning a picture is also a
great option.

dergo a blind review process. This
means that editors have no idea
whose work they are reading,
since that might improperly affect
their appraisals.

Authors’ names are only revealed
once a majority of editors has
Not sure how to submit? Navigate graded the work, discussed it, and
to the “Clubs and Activities” page recommended it for publication.
of the school website. From there, And we take this quite seriously.
you can click on the Panorama
Last year, for example, we selected
tab. Scroll to the bottom of the
the cover artwork without knowpage to find the correct link.
ing that Panorama editor Aima
Bhatti was the artist.
Please contact Ms. Solomon
(theresasolomon@hvrsd.org) if
you have any trouble.
You could be the next cover artist; the potential is limitless. But
you’ll never know unless you subIf you’re nervous about submitmit to Panorama.
ting, remember that editors un-

Spike 293: Getting into Gear

their brainstorming process. From there, the basic
groups of function were split up between the
Are you interested in robotics, but unsure of how groups. These groups of students then learned the
to use all the tools of the trade? Come to SPIKE
process to design, model, and fabricate their parts.
This was a massive success and there was a place
293’s Robotics Boot Camp! The Robotics Boot
for just about every student who wanted to help
Camp is a place where all the new students are
taught the skills necessary to become a functioning work on the robot.
member of robotics.
If you are interested in joining us for build season,
meetings will begin in October on Mondays and
Last year was the first year SPIKE tried running a
boot camp. To help simulate the environment of a Wednesdays after school in Room 111. Additional team information can be found at
robotics season, we separated the new students
into groups with an adult mentor and several vet- 293spike.com. Hope to see you there!
eran team members. The groups met up, the challenge was announced, and the team went through

By: Alex Scott
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Wild About Animals:
Zoological Society Club
By: Eva Nee

went to the zoo with my friends during school. When I
woke up, I had a huge desire to go the zoo on a school [trip],
so I texted my friends to ask them if they would start a club
with me,” he says.

Slowly but
Do you love animals? Have you ever wanted to volunteer at surely, the idea of making an annual trip to the zoo evolved
into a more general idea of forming a club for animal lovers.
an animal shelter but never had the chance? Did you love
Now, the Zoo Club has become an official club and will
the Timberlane Middle School field trip to the Philadelphia
hold its first meeting in October or November. From then
Zoo? If so, the new Zoological Society Club will perfectly
on, the club will have monthly meetings to discuss fundraisalign with your interests.
ing and events. Advised by Biology teacher Ms. Ucles, the
club will be headed by Michael Stivala (president), Lilly
Founded this year by passionate animal lovers, the Zoo Club Wurtz (vice president), Daniel Sonzogni (secretary), and
is an interest-based club that will host field trips to zoos and Adrienne Li (treasurer).
aquariums, participate in animal-related community service,
and raise funds for animal charities, hospitals, and rehabili- Michael said, “People should join the [Zoo] club if they are
tation centers.
interested in animals, joining a new club, or having a fun
Sophomore Michael Stivala, founder and president of the
Zoo Club, reflected on how the club began. “I decided to
start the Zoo Club one day when I had a dream where I

Principal: ID Pictures Will Be Updated
By: Emmy Hatke and Anna Salvatore
ID badges used to be mere conveniences. They were helpful for
entering the school, buying lunch, and printing in the Media
Center, but they certainly weren’t necessary for attendance.
Thanks to a recent policy change, IDs are now indispensable.
“All students must wear ID badges at all times while in the
building,” said Principal Smith in her 2018 Parent Letter.

She wasn’t joking. On the first day of school, teachers checked
for IDs by the main entrance. Offending students were told to
find their ID or visit the Vice Principal’s office for a new one.
A freshly printed badge costs five dollars; a plain lanyard, one
dollar. If you aren’t wearing your ID, you may be denied entrance to the school, warned by the Vice Principal, or given a
detention.

time with their friends doing something they like.” If you
are interested in joining the new Zoo Club, you can contact
Michael at michaelstivala@hvrsd.org to be informed about
the upcoming meetings.
Ms. Smith. “That person looked like a student, but he didn’t
have any ID. People didn’t know if he belonged.” She pointed
out that no teacher can be expected to recognize all twelvehundred students.
At this point, the reality of IDs is inevitable; we simply have to
wear them. But students have successfully pushed for change in
another area. Take the junior class meeting as an example,
where multiple kids raised concerns about their ID pictures.
Their badges feature their eighth-grade school portraits, which
are at best unflattering and at worst completely unreflective of
their current appearance. And it goes deeper for transgender
students. Their middle school IDs may display a name they’ve
discarded in all other aspects of life.

“Things are changing,” said Principal Smith. “I think we’re
going to start taking a picture in sixth-grade, and middle school
students will have that for sixth, seventh, and eighth. In ninthgrade, you’ll get a new ID, which will probably be based on
your eighth-grade picture. And then you’re taking it again your
Principal Smith said that ID badges are needed to make the
school safer. “If there’s some sort of crisis event, and the police junior year. So you’ll have three different pictures.”
are coming in room by room, or they see students leaving the
building, they don’t know who is an outside person and who is Administrators made this decision shortly after the junior class
an actual student,” she said.
meeting. Vice Principal Pinelli, who is on the Tech Committee,
told her colleagues that “our kids are asking us, and they have a
She cited an example from last year, when an unidentified per- great point.” Committee members are currently calculating
how much this will cost in order to accomplish this goal.
son came into the building during dismissal. “We had to go
into a lockdown while dismissal was going on,” remembered
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Burning Rubber
By: A. Raeed Rahman and Nicholas
Costanzo

that civil rights activists are applauding.

Who are you hurting by burning Nike products that you
already paid the company money for? Trump stated that
Nike is getting “absolutely killed” by the #boycottnike
movement, but that’s just not true. According to Edison
Trends, a syndicated website that analyzes research and
statistics, online Nike sales increased by over 31% during
the week of the ad. Many criticized the endorsement of
Kaepernick to be nothing more than a marketing ploy,
and it almost undoubtedly was. But the support of a corporation as massive and influential as Nike is something

In the end, the first amendment gives all citizens the right
to peacefully protest their beliefs, but criticizing the character of those who decide to exercise this ability is unnecessary. Kneel if you believe in that form of protest, or
burn your shoes if you believe in that. It is important for
people to protest so that their dissatisfaction with something can be addressed. Understanding both sides of a
conflict, including properly understanding your own, is
necessary before any action is made.

For whom are you displaying your patriotism? A large
number of the #boycottnike proponents claim to be
fighting for the troops. But the issue that was being proOn September 3rd, Nike released an advertisement featur- tested by Kaepernick and his fellow players had to do with
ing NFL quarterback Colin Kaepernick as the new spokes- racism, not America or its military. Kaepernick’s purpose
was to bring attention to wrongful shootings and incarcerperson for its campaign. The advertisement subtly
touched on racial inequality and police brutality, the sub- ations of unarmed African-Americans through profiling
and misconduct. The movement had nothing to do with
ject of Kaepernick’s protest. The message, however, was
discrediting the service of our soldiers.
interpreted as unpatriotic and disrespectful by some
Americans. Upset Americans soon took to social media to
voice their anger with Nike in the form of encouraging a Many people who disagree with the protest argue that
there are other ways to protest without disrespecting our
boycott of their products. This boycott led to countless
Nike products being burned, torn to shreds, or destroyed anthem or flag. And that’s a valid criticism. But nonin some other manner, with the remains posted on social violent protests are what ultimately drove the Civil Rights
Movement and helped it to succeed. At the time, the
media along with the message “#boycottnike”.
movements were labeled disrespectful but were revolutionary and essential to creating a more equal and just society.
Americans often misconstrue the meaning of corporate
messages, which can cause social and political debate
where there should be none. We are used to moving from Some might argue that the times today aren’t as bad as
they were during the 1960s and that Nike shouldn’t supone story to the next, accepting the headlines and giving
ourselves little time to actually think. This, perhaps, is the port an unfounded movement. We have made an incredible amount of progress, but the Civil Rights Movement
reason why our society is so incredibly prone to igniting
flame wars over overdramatized social issues. It’s the rea- didn’t instantly fix everything. There is still an overwhelming amount of racially motivated social injustice, from the
son why we can easily be rallied behind a cause that
disproportionate incarceration rates to the distribution of
doesn’t have any real depth or set goal.
wealth to the unprosecuted officers who acted based on
We like to believe that we’re making a difference, because skin color and not protocol. Public marches and petitions
are doing their part but require the bold action of a few
we’re taking drastic measures. We like to think we’re
influential individuals to spearhead the movement and
forced to make some sort of sacrifice by choosing our
draw enough attention to push our discussions further,
country over a brand. But we should ask ourselves some
even if it requires sacrifice.
questions before taking a movement to social media.
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An Open Letter on Context
By: Paul Frank
The Predator is the purest incarnation of a tentpole film. At
least $100 million was poured into production and at least
another $100 million into marketing. The Predator is perfect
on its surface. The screen direction is flawless; the action is
meticulous; the CGI is photorealistic. Meanwhile, the script
is a tour through plot cul-de-sacs and actions taken for no
reason other than progressing the plot. But its true failing is
spiritual. It’s a vast revival tent with nothing inside.
Underground films are the opposite of tentpole. But they’re
still products made by creators, who need to address questions of the appeal, audience, and marketing. The answers to
these questions differ in their sense of scope and scale.
Where Shane Black, the writer-director of The Predator,
throws $100 million at advertising, meaner artists rely on
taboo or gimmick as their hook.

context.
I know I’m not giving CIFF enough credit. Maybe I’m undermining myself due to my own perceived deficiencies. I want
to tap into something deeper than the surface, something
beyond simple commercialism. And in that, I blind myself to
what’s actually there.
Honestly, I believed in the simplicity of CIFF—the fact that
film festivals aren’t some unique synthesis of elements. There
may not be deeper questions, because all the important stuff
is laid out front. There is no mystical quality imbued into a
film by being underground. The difference between mainstream and underground is largely semantic anyway.

A Thursday in December is about lost souls literally and metaphorically. It’s a bittersweet film about two people who find
mutual comfort in their shared oblivion. It’s about small
deaths: the death of a relationship and the death of a phase
of our lives. We move on, and the old version of us dies. It’s
about the way that we tailor our interactions to craft the self
One Day the Sun Turned Black is a film about white people
that we imagine others want to see. Or maybe it’s not about
having to become black or else they’ll die. That’s not even an those things at all. Maybe those are the themes that I wanted
important point of the film’s structure, but it gets your atten- to see up on the screen. The meanings of the films were
tion.
shaped by the context in which I saw them.
A Thursday in December is a mumblecore drama about a
woman with HIV going to a bar and talking to a stranger.
Thematically, it’s about the unpredictability of existence and
the lack of a storybook arc to our lives.

I want people to see my work. I want them to engage, think,
and respond. But they can’t do that if they don’t see it. The
tentpole of The Predator can be seen for miles. It becomes a
common reference point. That familiarity eases people into
the discussion even as the discussion wanders far from its
These were some of the movies presented at the Coney Isorigin. Creators are beholden to the realities of the process
land Film Festival (CIFF). CIFF’s inclusion of The Predator
and the pragmatics of finding an audience. Film festivals are
was an attempt at broadening the audience of the more indie part of that framework.
films.
It’s difficult to feel animus towards the films that I see at fesI wanted to write about my time at CIFF but was uncertain
tivals because the festival environment changes the way that I
of what to do. I’d like to make something that I’m comforta- engage with the films. I know little about the films themble attaching my name to. I’d like to make something that
selves or the backgrounds behind them, so I exert more efmy audience would engage with and share. I’d like to take
fort in keeping up with where the stories are going and what
the opportunity to push myself, but not so far that I end up they’re doing. That relationship alters the outcome. Flaws
in unfamiliar territory. This is the context through which I
and failings are cast as experiments that perhaps didn't turn
experienced CIFF and in which this editorial exists.
out quite right.
I took the opportunity afforded by the privilege of my press
pass to interview the CIFF programmers. The nature of these
interviews was lightweight and an opportunity for selfpromotion. After reflecting on the puff-piece nature of them,
I vowed to come back to the subject but never did. They were
good interviews, but what is there to say really? CIFF is an
opportunity to throw a party, promote some niche works,
have some fun, and make a few bucks. This is the festival’s
Page 6

Conversely, The Predator cannot escape its context. It cannot
shake its existence with a price tag higher than a small nation’s GDP. Its flaws in that context suddenly become industrial. The context colors everything. Because in the end, we
and what we bring with us is the most important context
there is.
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Fortunes Turn as Bulldogs Win Second
Game in a Row
By: Caleb Briggs

After the band marched off, the field was once again full of fierce
teenage boys. Black and gold facing down green and white, each
eager to gain the upper hand. The third quarter began with both
teams appearing evenly matched, as they struggled to get the ball to
either end. However, once at the north end of the field, Hopewell
Fans cheered as the players rushed onto the field. Number 4 led
the fast-paced procession whilst brandishing an American flag. The (Cacciabaudo) was able to score a field goal, putting the score at 10
cheerleaders rushed to hold up an already-falling-apart banner, and to 7. Steinert attempted to break through Hopewell’s defenses but
was unable to do so. This time, the Bulldogs seemed to want it
the band gave up trying to play as deafening rock music drowned
more.
out all music but its own. The game was about to begin, and the
crowd was already energized by Steinert Marching Band’s fun and
In the fourth quarter, Hopewell was able to score a second touchcatchy pre-game show. “I’m fairly confident we can win this. We
down (made by Brennan Rouse) and an extra point (made by Cachad a great practice and have a good game plan,” said head coach
ciabaudo). Hopewell was able to stop all advances by Steinert and
of the Bulldogs, David Caldwell, during an interview a day prior.
at the three-minute-mark -- as if to add insult to injury -- Hopewell
Now, we were going to see if Mr. Caldwell’s optimism was wellwas awarded two more points following a safety. By then it was
founded.
simply a matter of running out the clock. When the buzzer sounded, the players lined up to shake hands and the marching band
Announced by Mark Amantia, Friday’s game was off to a rocky
start as the Bulldogs were very quickly struck with the first penalty -- blasted out “Salutation March” as the retreating crowd shouted,
“H-O-P-E-W-E-L-L, Hopewell! Hopewell! Gooo Hopewell!”
a holding penalty -- of the game. The Spartans were soon able to
score a touchdown and an extra point, quieting some fans down
“I feel pretty good,” said Coach Caldwell when asked about how he
on the Hopewell side. However, the fans’ hope had not been
felt with two wins and two games under his belt. “I’m excited and
snuffed out as the game began its second quarter. The energy in
happy for the kids. This supports all the hard work we’ve been
the stands was palpable as the crowd hungered for another win.
Decked out in Hawaiian-themed clothing (as is traditional for the doing and I’m very proud of the team. You know, we were stalled
first home game), the crowd often seemed as -- if not more -- enthu- by those penalties in the beginning, but I was energized and ready
to win the whole time.” When asked if there was anything the
siastic as the cheerleaders on the field.
team needed to work on, he responded, “We need to work on conThe second quarter was fairly unexciting at the beginning. The ball sistent offense and finishing drives, but overall I think we’re in
pretty good shape.” Despite this critique, it looks as if Mr. Calwell’s
zig-zagged back and forth and often came within ten yards of the
optimism was well-founded.
end zone. However, no points were awarded until the last five
minutes of the quarter, when a fumble was recovered by Justin
Venezia. This awarded Hopewell it’s first six points with a seventh
made by Robert Cacciabaudo. The quarter would finish out with
both teams tied.
At halftime, Marching Black and Gold performed the first part of
their show, Above the Stars, to a fairly apathetic crowd. According to
the Hylton Music Designers, part one “begins with an intriguing
preshow and introduction formed by John F. Kennedy’s famous
words. A distant trumpet duet (performed by Caleb Briggs, trumpet, and Tyler Longo, trumpet,) brings us to a patriotic and expansive maestoso climax giving way to driving 5/4 section. Voice overs
are timed to fit into phrases between melodic material keeping the
music design focused. This section culminates in a liftoff sequence
that utilizes props and is sure to get the audience on their feet.
After the liftoff, a brass duet (Tyler Longo, trumpet, and Saarim
Rizavi, mellophone,) gives us the feeling of “floating in zero gravity
before driving to an energetic finish.” Perhaps the most visually
dazzling piece of the whole spectacle would be the guard’s sparkling
silver suits with their flowing silks and colorful flags, all of which
floated as if they were in space.
The Bulldog Reporter
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Cheering on the Home Team
By: Sophia Stivala
Ashton Sands and Stefanie Ucles are both
coaching the cheerleading team for a second year, having both started last year.
This year, there are 24 cheerleaders, with
15 of the members being new to the team.
This is the biggest team that the coaches
have seen so far. Over the summer, they
all participated in a camp where they were
able to bond as a team. When asked how
the team was, team captain Lauryn Batot
was described that everyone is enthusiastic
and loyal, and they are always in high spirits.
Lauryn Batot and Sydney Brooks are the
cheerleading captains for the team, and
they couldn’t feel more honored to have
this position.
“Although it is a lot of work teaching new
cheer leaders all of the material and stunts,
the sense of leadership and having people
look up to you is an amazing feeling as well
as knowing that you are helping people
grow as individuals and cheerleaders,”
Lauryn said.

They also want to work with the middle
school and youth programs to increase
interest in cheerleading throughout the
district.
Ms. Sands wants the team to continue to
grow as one, support each other all the
time, and continue to progress to more
difficult skills.
“Being a cheerleader requires so much
hard work and determination despite the
false idea that all we do is jump around
and shake sparkly things,” Lauryn said.

She shared that learning new stunts and
performing new dances can take months of
consistent and constant practice before
they are perfect. Not only that, but working together as a team is important because
everyone plays a crucial part. If someone
wasn’t there, the team would not get as far
as they currently are.
“We want our girls (and guy) to always stay
positive and always have good spirit in any
case, not only cheerleading.” They also try
to be versatile, which the captains believe is
important in both cheerleading and in the
future.

“Everyone is working hard at practices and
The team’s goals for the season are to conputting in the time at home to review the
tinue to improve as a team, such as perfectmaterial they have learned,” said Ms.
ing difficult stunts, jumps, and other skills.
Sands.

Currently, they have been working on
learning more difficult stunts and perfecting their game day performances, as well as
beginning to work on their routine for the
CVC competition.
The team is also working on spreading
awareness about the Hopewell Valley
cheerleading squad so that the team is able
to grow in numbers. “Anyone and everyone is welcome to join the cheerleading
team, no matter their experience. The team
is excited to show everyone what they are
able to do this season,” Lauryn said
.

The cheerleading team will be participating
in the Colonial Valley Conference Cheerleading competition. There they compete
with all of the cheerleading teams in the
CVC. It is held at West Windsor Plainsboro High School North on November
17th at 7pm.
“We would
love to have
the Dawg
Pound come
out and support us as
much as possible!” Ms.
Ucles said.

Photo provided from NJ.com

Starting the Cross Country Season!
By: Mia Vaughn

Unfortunately, the next meet on September 17th at Mercer
County Park had conditions just as tough. The course was
changed last minute, and it was rainy and very slippery. In
The cross country season started off strong at West Windsor
fact, many runners were injured or sick. But our Hopewell
Plainsboro North on Wednesday, September 12th. In the
Valley cross country team pushed through the hardships and
pouring rain, all of the runners packed onto two buses and
won the meet. Many runners also acquired new personal
headed to the course. The downpour soaked the paths and
records. The cross country team will run through anything:
trails, so the coaches from each team debated whether they
rain or sun.
should hold the meet or not. After about an hour or so, they
decided to put the girls and boys in one race, rather than the
On Saturday, September 22nd, the cross country team raced
typical race where boys and girls are separated.
at Thompson Park in the 2018 Class Meet. The boys and
girls team did an amazing job. The weather was a perfect,
The course was 3.2 miles long and looped twice through a
cool temperature for a change, and the meet had a fun, pleastrail and a soccer field. The gun went off and over a hundred
ant atmosphere. Many people medaled or got a new personal
runners sprinted through the wet grass. Once in the trails,
record. It was a difficult course, but our runners pushed
deep puddles had formed and everyone was forced to run
through it.
through them, splashing the runners around them. Each
time someone ran through a puddle, it got a little deeper and
We’ve had a strong start to this cross country season, and
soon became knee deep. The sweat mixed with the rain and
every race is an opportunity to do better and with our coachmud, making their yearbook photos turn out great! What a
es, Mr. Oldfield and Mr. Zalot. Hopefully we’ll finish in first
rough meet!
place. Go bulldogs!
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An Overview of Second Chance
Learning

By: Paul Frank

grade returned. The student’s final grade on the assessment will be the average of the original and retake grades.

Science

The science department only allows students to retake
one assessment per marking period. In order to be eligiThis year, Hopewell Valley is implementing a Second
ble for a reassessment, a student must have completed at
Chance Learning policy. The new system for retakes is
least 70% of their homework and classwork. If a student
meant to create opportunities for middle and high schoolis eligible, they have up to ten days after receiving their
ers to improve their performance and grades. Here is a
original score to retake the assessment. Their final grade
basic overview of the Second Chance Learning system,
will be the higher of the two scores.
broken down by department:

Visual & Performing Arts
English
In a visual and performing arts class, students are allowed
A student is permitted to retake one assignment or assessment per quarter. In order to be qualified for a retake,
the student has to score a 75% or below. Research papers
are not eligible for retakes, and only one essay can be rewritten per year. The student has one week to retake the
assessment or assignment after having the original grade
returned. The final grade will be the average score between the original and the retake.

History
Quarterly exams are the only assessment that can be reas-

to retake any written and performance-based assignments—excluding concerts and group projects. A student
has five school days to redo the assignment before it is no
longer eligible for reassessment. The student’s final grade
will be the higher of the retake and original scores.

Wellness
Students may retake any health assignments that they
score a 60 or below on. However, they can only retake
one health assessment per marking period. There is a fiveday window for the student to redo the assignment or
assessment, starting when they receive the original grade.
The student’s final grade will be the average of the original and second grades.

sessed in a history class. There is no specific grade a student must get to be eligible for a retake. But there is a
requirement that 70% of the student’s homework and
classwork be done. The student must retake the assessment within two school weeks of the original grade being
World Language
returned. Their final grade will be the higher of the two
For language courses, students may retake one readscores.
ing/writing assessment and one listening/speaking assessment per marking period. In order to be considered for a
Mathematics
reassessment, a student must fill out and submit a Second
A student is allowed to retake only one quiz or test each
Chance Learning reflection sheet to their teacher within
marking period. There is no set grade requirement for
two days of receiving the initial grade. The student’s final
retaking an assessment; however, 60% of the student’s
score on the assessment will be an average of the two
homework must be completed in order to be eligible for a
grades. In the case of an average below 50%, the average
retake. The student must submit an application form and
will be increased to a 50% by the student’s teacher.
retake the assessment within two letter days of having the
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not earn a degree in special education for another
10 years. Instead, she decided to leave her job and
stay home to raise her three children. In 2016,
Mrs. Brennan began taking classes at TCNJ and in
May of 2018, graduated
with both a master’s
degree and certificate in
This year, Hopewell Valley is welcoming a number Special Education and
of new teachers. Among the new staff is Michelle Elementary Education.
Brennan, who will be working closely with students in room 106 as a special education teacher. Thrilled to be working
at CHS, Mrs. Brennan
wants students to know
Mrs. Brennan began her career in special education when she started working with autistic adults that she is always willing to help and is availawho were searching for jobs. After earning her
bachelor’s degree in business and starting a career ble if anyone ever needs
in the fashion industry, Mrs. Brennan discovered a anything.

New Teacher Spotlight:
Michelle
Brennan
By: Abby Van Selous

greater interest in working with individuals who
have disabilities. However, Mrs. Brennan would

New Educator Profile: Leigh
Raskin
By: Abby Van Selous

When asked why she wanted to become a psychologist, Ms. Raskin explained that she wants “to
influence future generations in useful and productive ways in order to get
through this roller
coaster we call life.”

This year, Hopewell Valley welcomes Leigh Raskin
to the community. Ms. Raskin, a psychologist, will
be working closely with students to help navigate Working in an office,
Ms. Raskin will be more
their lives and high school careers.
than happy to share
with students the life
Ms. Raskin first began her study of psychology
lessons she’s learned
when she was in high school. While taking her
and grown from. If you
first psychology class, Ms. Raskin was surprised to are ever going through a
discover how naturally the subject came to her.
rough time, understand
This was the first class, Ms. Raskin believed, that
that Ms. Raskin is here
could truly help her in life after school. Therefore,
to listen.
she pursued psychology throughout high school
and college until she had earned her Master’s in
Educational Psychology and her Bachelor’s in Psychology.
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Halloween Word Search

Riddles
By: Maia Wilenius
1.

The more you take, the more you leave behind. What am I?

2.

David’s father has three sons: Snap, Crackle, and _.

3.

4.

Mr. and Mrs. Squirrel have six daughters and each daughter
has one brother. How many people are in the Squirrel family?

5.

Walk on the living, they don’t even mumble. Walk on the
dead, they mutter and grumble. What are they?

6.
Tall I am young, short I am old, while with life I glow, wind is
7.
my foe. What am I?

When does Christmas come before Thanksgiving?
What has keys but no locks, space but no rooms, and you can
enter but you can’t exit?
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